Box van trailers
H-1, H-2 & H-3
BOX VAN TRAILERS

SAPPHIRE H:
THE IDEAL, HIGH-QUALITY
CLOSED TRAILER
Thanks to the welded, hot-dipped galvanised substructure as well as the incredibly strong superstructure, the
Sapphire H models are eminently suitable to transport your valuable cargo from A to B without any problem.
The closed trailers (up to and including 400 x 220 x 210 cm) have been provided with a plywood
wall construction with a thickness of 15 mm, made from one piece. Models with a size larger than
405 x 200 x 210 cm are, as a standard, equipped with insulated panels with a thickness of 25 mm, made
from one piece. Another appealing feature includes the super smooth ABS panels (max. 400 x 200 x 210 cm),
allowing easy stickering of your trailer. Logos and advertising will look even more attractive!

H-1

H-2

The Sapphire H superstructure has, as a standard, been provided with 2 rear doors with stainless steel
lock, stainless steel hinges, and stainless steel fasteners. Numerous other options and accessories are
available as well, including a side door, a tail ramp, sliding or rolling hatches, and presentation hatches.
H-3

STANDARDS, OPTIONS, AND ACCESSORIES

1
CLOSED TRAILERS
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Option: double, large-sized, side
doors.
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Option: aluminium sliding hatch
(max. dimensions: height 180 cm
x width 150 cm) in the side wall.
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Standard: provided with TÜVcertified binding brackets with a
capacity of 1000 daN.
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Option: aluminium sliding hatch on
the rear, and rear-light protection.
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Option: side door. As a standard,
provided with stainless steel hinges
and locks and stainless steel
fasteners.
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Option: aluminium rolling hatch
(max. dimensions: height 210 cm
x width 150 cm) in the side wall.
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Option: side hatch with bottom part
of the side wall fixed and 4 prop
stands mounted.

Option: large-sized side hatch
with centre post in place.

Option: side hatch and spoiler
(made of polyester).
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Option: tail ramp provided with grey
antiskid coating. Ramp provided
with gas springs.

Option: three-axle version with
2 side doors (front and rear) and
spoiler.

Option: three-axle version with
window and bevelled front
(angle approx. 40 x 40 cm).

Option: LED-lights.

All Hapert trailers have been provided with
the TÜV certified load-securing system!
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